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About This Game

Portal 2 draws from the award-winning formula of innovative gameplay, story, and music that earned the original Portal over 70
industry accolades and created a cult following.

The single-player portion of Portal 2 introduces a cast of dynamic new characters, a host of fresh puzzle elements, and a much
larger set of devious test chambers. Players will explore never-before-seen areas of the Aperture Science Labs and be reunited

with GLaDOS, the occasionally murderous computer companion who guided them through the original game.

The game’s two-player cooperative mode features its own entirely separate campaign with a unique story, test chambers, and
two new player characters. This new mode forces players to reconsider everything they thought they knew about portals.

Success will require them to not just act cooperatively, but to think cooperatively.

Product Features

Extensive single player: Featuring next generation gameplay and a wildly-engrossing story.

Complete two-person co-op: Multiplayer game featuring its own dedicated story, characters, and gameplay.

Advanced physics: Allows for the creation of a whole new range of interesting challenges, producing a much larger but
not harder game.
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Original music.

Massive sequel: The original Portal was named 2007's Game of the Year by over 30 publications worldwide.

Editing Tools: Portal 2 editing tools will be included.
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Valve
Publisher:
Valve
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Best logic game i ever played. The game starts some time after the first game finished but i am not going to say more because
spoilers.

The puzzles are far better and more difficult than the first game and the are a lot of new gameplay aspects to spice them up. A
lot of jokes and an explosive finale. Must have if you are a fun of the 1st one.. If we can get theorical, I could suck my
own\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665with two portals

10\/10. A must-play title. Highly addictive. You will want to keep testing.. If you're considering getting this game, do it. It's
worth it. Classic game, great storyline, funny, exhilarating. It's like the Marvel Universe series, but way shorter and in the form
of a game.

GET THIS GAME.
Amazing
I loved it
I wish Valve still made games. Best game ever!. Portal 2 did everything better that made it's previous sequel (portal) special and
built it's legacy.
Sci-fi puzzle, Great sequel, Gravity Mechanics, well constructed and funny jokes. thank you VALVE for this absolute
masterpiece. 10\/10. pretty good so far
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i bought this game in sale for 1,99\u20ac its a nice puzzle game and a lot of fun solo or with friends it got good game mechanics
and fun ideas and puzzles i liked playing the game tho i wouldnt pay the full price for it. fam its the 2nd best game ever made. A
Great Game, The Plot and Storyline are fantastic for its time, sad to see people don't play as much, the gameplay on both
multiplayer and singleplayer are great depending on the way you play. The Game Still Gives me joy when I come back to it.. I
like the sound that the gun makes when you shoot it. A worthy successor to one of the best puzzle games of all times. The
writing is even better than the previous entry, Wheatley is an absolute dummy and is hilarious (voiced by the actor who played
Caliban in the movie Logan), and GlaDOS is still the most sarcastic and scary AI ever (I don't think T.A.R.S. could beat her).
The middle third of the game is not as good as the other two thirds, there are long segments where the game isn't really about
solving puzzles, but just platforming and it can be tedious to find a place to teleport. But, once you do, that's all there is to the
level. This game is much more ambitious than the last one, so much happens! From moon rocks and cancer, to birds and
potatoes. I definitely understand why it is considered one of the best games of all time. Here's to hoping the sequel is not a battle
royale or a mobile game.

PS: SPAAAAAAAAACE!!!!!. It's the best.. How do I get this cube there oh my god that was obvious I must be
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665
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